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Professor Michel Chossudovsky’s book is unmatched in his analysis of this Covid crime of
biblical proportion, committed on humanity’s historic trajectory.

In fifteen concise science-based chapters, Michel traces the false covid pandemic, explaining
how a PCR test, producing up to 97% proven false positives, combined with a relentless 24/7
fear campaign, was able to create a worldwide panic-laden “plandemic”; that this plandemic
would never have been possible without the infamous DNA-modifying Polymerase Chain
Reaction test – which to this day is being pushed on a majority of innocent people who have
no clue. His conclusions are evidenced by renown scientists.

In concise terms, Professor Chossudovsky presents an investigative study of connecting the
dots of a bigger plan, The Great Reset, alias UN Agenda 2030, that is to reset and digitize
our planet, and to transhumanize or robotize mankind. Michel describes how this horror
holocaust  on  humanity,  planned  for  decades,  is  destroying  the  people’s  asset  base,
abolishing economies, creating unemployment, poverty, famine and death; exacerbated by
an equally relentless falsely named coercive “vaccination” campaign, causing worldwide
population reduction and large-scale infertility, a crime being perpetrated on all 193 UN-
member countries.

Michel’s masterpiece leaves us, however, with hope for an awakening in solidarity that may
lead us  to  overcome this  tyranny,  back  to  personal,  communal,  national  and regional
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sovereign freedom and autonomy.

*
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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We encourage you to support the eBook project by making a donation through Global
Research’s DonorBox “Worldwide Corona Crisis” Campaign Page. 
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